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The cyber threat landscape is continuously evolving. Keeping
pace to defend against the latest attack techniques is a major
challenge for both private sector and government agencies.
In this new era of cyber everywhere, organisations are called
upon to align their priorities and work in concert to drive core
business objectives. Cyber is everyone’s responsibility. Clients
turn to Deloitte because we can help, because we’ll be there
when they need us most, and because we can bring the depth
and breadth of the world’s leading professional services
organisation.
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Within Asia Pacific, Deloitte has seven Cyber Intelligence
Centres (CICs) to help clients stay ahead of the latest threats
and enhance their business resilience.
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A flexible delivery model
The Deloitte AP Cybersphere is an innovative, client focused, high value Cyber Managed Services virtual delivery capability across
Asia Pacific. Typically there are two models for the provision of managed services: leveraged or dedicated. If required, utilising the
Cybersphere, Deloitte can offer a third, flexible and hybrid model giving clients the best of both worlds.
Deloitte works with clients to ensure that the delivery model meets their needs with a combination of on-site, onshore and/or
offshore delivery, aligning with client preferences and compliance requirements. The focus is on providing managed services with
flexible delivery models to complement and extend clients’ internal cyber defence capabilities.
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Hybrid
MSSP

Dedicated
and staff
augmentation

Multitenant

Flexible tailored service

Flexible use of resources

Generic use cases

Industry specific use cases

Client use cases

Incident notification

Integrated detection to containment

Client IM processes

Static technology stack

Evergreen technology stack

Client technology stack

Limited SOAR

Integrated SOAR

Client SOAR

Minimal innovation

Maximised innovation

Limited innovation

MSSP accountable for SLAs

Shared risk and reward with SLAs

No SLAs, limited accountability

Cyber Managed Services – security delivered as subscription
services
Deloitte Cyber provides enterprise-wide cyber capabilities, working alongside clients to ensure that we advise, implement and
operate where they need it most. A blend of sophisticated monitoring technology, advanced analytics, and human intelligence
helps clients to detect, analyse, and contain threats before they disrupt business. Our Cyber Managed Services (delivered as
subscription) include:
Threat Monitoring

Threat Hunting and Response

24/7 monitoring and analytics of security
events including triage, incident management,
remediation guidance, and tailored security
information and event management (SIEM)
content development for industry-specific
use cases. Security Orchestration,
Automation, and Response (SOAR) for
clients with mature playbooks.

Proactive hunting for sophisticated
threats that may evade the first line of
defence. Hunt activities using big data
analytics, with Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) and Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR).

Threat Intelligence

Threat
Monitoring

Threat
Intelligence

Data collection from a variety of
internal and external sources to
identify client-relevant threats
targeting your brands, your
infrastructure or your people.

Managed identity lifecycle for internal and
customer identity, access management,
identity governance and privileged access
management.

Incident Response

Incident
Response

Cyber
Detection
& Response

Identity
Management

Identity Management

Threat
Hunting &
Response

Post breach incident investigation,
digital forensics, crisis management,
privacy advice with mandatory
disclosure, incident containment
and recovery.

Attack Surface
Management
Cloud, Data
& Infrastructure
Protection

Attack Surface Management
Vulnerability management,
application security management and
integration of security controls into
the development pipeline with
DevSecOps.

Cloud, Data and Infrastructure Protection
Cloud platform, host and container protection, cloud platform
security compliance monitoring. Data protection with managed
encryption, Data Loss Prevention (DLP) and Cloud Access Security
Broker (CASB). Infrastructure security covering a range of
network, endpoint, web and email security controls.

Advise

Implement

Operate

Industry focused risk insights
Deloitte’s heritage in cyber advisory and our integrated business focus uniquely positions our Cyber Managed Services at the
intersection of business transformation, regulation, compliance, and cyber defence.
Deloitte invests heavily in sector specific cyber threat research and has developed threat models and detection capabilities
specific to each key industry sector. For example, Deloitte has developed tailored detection and response services for Operational
Technology (OT) networks in Energy, Resources and Manufacturing, and we provide a converged approach to cyber and fraud
monitoring for Financial Services clients.
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